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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, topology optimization of two-dimensional acoustic lenses is presented by using the phase 
field method. The objective of the optimization is to maximize the acoustic pressure at a specified domain 
inside the acoustic domain for a given frequency, and the constraint is imposed on the amount of the material 
of the acoustic lens. Topology optimization of two-dimensional acoustic lenses are obtained as the steady 
state of the phase transition described by the Allen-Cahn equation. The Helmholtz equation modeling the 
wave propagation is solved by using a finite element method. The effectiveness of the proposed method is 
verified by applying it for several two-dimensional acoustic lens system design problems. 

 
Nomenclature 

p : pressure in the analysis domain 

a : density of the acoustic medium 

ac : local speed of sound 
 : design variable 

1. Introduction 

An acoustic camera is an imaging device used to 
locate sound sources and characterize them. An 
acoustic lens camera creates an image by using 
acoustic lenses analogous to photography. Ultrasound 
reflected and scattered by the object is received by 
acoustic lenses that form a 2D image, which is 
directly converted into a corresponding visual image 
by the sensor in real time.  

The problem of optimizing an acoustic lens has 
been studied by using gradient-based optimizations in 
Wadbro and Berggren [1], and Tran et al. [2]. In [1], 
an acoustic horn was optimized by using topology 
optimization with the aim of radiating sound as 
efficiently as possible. In [2], acoustic lens surfaces 
for an acoustic imaging device were optimized to 
maximize pressure at focal point by using shape 
optimization. 

The phase field method was developed to 
represent surface dynamics of phase transition 
phenomena such as solid-liquid transitions [3]. In this 
paper, the phase field method is used to represent the 
motion of optimized shape boundaries for the lens 
optimization. The phase field function defined on the 
design domain is updated to obtain the optimal 
configuration of lenses.  

The advantages of the phase field method 
compared to other existing optimization methods 
when it comes to the lens design problem are that the 
creative lens layouts such as multiple lenses or small 
lens groups can be obtained through the optimization 
without carefully selecting the initial layout. 

2. Topology optimization of acoustic lens 

 
Fig. 1: A design domain 
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2.1 Design variables and material interpolation 
Fig. 1 illustrates the problem definition for present 

topology optimization of the acoustic lens. In order to 
optimize material properties of discretized elements 
in the design domain , the phase field function  
which characterizes the phase of the system at each 
nodal values are used as design variables; elements 
with =0 correspond to water, and elements with =1 
to the lens material. For material interpolation, the 
simple interpolation scheme in [4] is employed: 
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where s, cs and w, cw are the density and sound 
speed of solid material, the density and sound speed 
of water, respectively. 

 
2.2 Optimization formulation 

The objective of the topology optimization is to 
maximize the average pressure at the focal region 
while the volume of the lens material is constrained: 

Maximize
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Subject to:   0, 0
D

G p d V    ,      (2b) 

where the phase filed function is bounded as 
0 1  , and V0 is the allowed lens volume. 

3. Design example 

The plane wave source in Fig. 1 is operated with 
the frequency of 10 kHz in water (cw = 1500 m/s, w 
= 1000 kg/m3), and the design domain is made of 
acrylic resin (cs = 2727 m/s, s = 1200 kg/m3). The 
left edge of the domain is under the pressure 
boundary condition for the wave source. To prevent 
reflection of the outgoing wave into the analysis 
domain, all the edges are under plane wave radiation 
condition. 

The result of topology optimization of the 
acoustic lens and the acoustic pressure distribution 
are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respectively. Through 
the optimization, the pressure at the focal region is 
significantly increased while the volume constraint in 
Eqs. 2(b) is satisfied. The convergence plots for the 
objective and constraint are plotted in Fig. 3. 

 

   
(a)              (b) 

Fig. 2: Topology optimization of the acoustic lens: (a) 
optimized topology and (b) acoustic pressure field. 

 

     
(a)                       (b) 

Fig. 3: Optimization history for the lens problem: (a) 
objective and (b) constraint 

4. Conclusions 

The phase field method was applied for topology 
optimization of the acoustic lens system. The 
advantages of the phase field method simple in 
computation, and the creative lens layouts such as 
multiple lenses or small lens groups can be obtained 
through the optimization without carefully selecting 
the initial layout. The optimization problem was 
formulated to achieve maximum sound pressure at 
the focal region and to increase the resolution of the 
acoustic image by making the beam pattern larger 
and narrower on the focal plane. The validity and 
utility of the phase field method were verified in the 
numerical example.  
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